REPORT OF
4TH MINI CONVOCATION
(JANUARY 12th, 2018)

Coordinated by:

POORNIMA GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS (PGI) is one of the institutes established by Poornima Foundation. It has carved story
of success since its inception. PGI has always taken initiatives for new innovations for the growth of organization as well
as for making a good connection between the experienced and newcomers. In this legacy, PGI organized convocation
ceremony to celebrate the success of proud PGI STARS -a Degree Award event, for the pass-out students.

Poornima Group of Institutions held its annual convocation ceremony on 12th January, 2018. Along with the department
HODs, Director and Chief guests, Mr. Ajay Vishnoi, GM NHAI and Ms. RenuSinghi graced the stage to perform the lamp
lightening ceremony thus beginning the ceremony.

Anchors given a warm Welcome to dignitaries and one of all present there by wonderful words

Pankaj Dhemla, Director PGIgave a short speech sending students into a frenzy of nostalgia, making students remember
the very first time they stepped in the campus to their very last day of college life, embarking on a new chapter of life,
motivating them to do well in their future life and wishing them good luck for their future.

Ganesh Vandana by Poojasharma-The convocation ceremony ascended with the ethnical Ganesh Vandana followed by the
traditional lamp lighting ceremony by our reputed chief guests and dignitaries.

Lightening of lamp

Felicitation ceremony

The distribution of degrees began with a sum total of 86 students in attendance out of the lot, after which a short
documentary was shown which showcased the memories of the batch along with their technical achievements.

After the distribution Mr. Ajay Vishnoi, graced the podium to give some insight of his life which turned out to be
motivational for the students. He also told the students to fix a goal and then work towards it, no matter how long it takes
to achieve it, he emphasized that one has to be sincere, dedicated and patient towards their goal. With these three
capabilities they can be successful in any goal they set.
Ms. RenuSinghi also delivered a short speech encouraging students the no goal is out of reach and nothing is impossible
if you have the patience, sincerity and dedication towards that goal and to make it more motivational for the students she
gave an example of herself and the things she achieved when she set her goals

The ceremony concluded with couple of alumnus revisiting their old days and sharing their stories.
The alumnus along with the dignitaries had a lunch and talked over the market conditions which further prompted the
alumnus of each department to revisit their department and gave an insight knowledge of market demand, industry
demand and how to prepare further for their post graduate programs in related field whether they want to go in civil
services or in private sectors.
The students had a blast interacting with the alumnus.
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